
LABOUR MARKET 

INFORMATION (LMI)

You might be thinking "What on earth is

Labour Market Information?!" Don't

worry, we're here to explain what it is,

and how to use it.

 

In it's most basic form, LMI is information

surrounding local job markets, giving

information surrounding the availability

and frequency of these jobs, how many

of these jobs there might be in a few

years and the expected salary.



LMI For All is a website that has a few

quizzes and uses LMI to give you a flavour of

what's out there. We'll go through both

quizzes on their page step-by-step.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.lmiforall.org.uk/explore_lmi/

LABOUR MARKET 

INFORMATION (LMI)

LMI FOR ALL



You rate your reaction to the
statement on the cards

LMI FOR ALL
SKILLSOMETER

When finished, you get your
personalised results

Be honest

with your

responses!



Each of the letters of the left-hand side

show preferences you might have. In this

example, two preferences are rated

equally: Social and Conventional.

LMI FOR ALL
SKILLSOMETER

Read

through

each

preference

to see if it

sounds like

you!



In this example, childcare is rated highly.

Under 'General', it gives some

information and typical duties.

LMI FOR ALL
SKILLSOMETER

Under 'Pay & Hours', average pay and

hours are displayed

Remember 

to scroll!

Suggested

areas you

might be

interested in.

Scroll

through

them!



In this quiz, you can search for specific

careers and compare to average wages

or another specific career.

LMI FOR ALL
CAREEROMETER

You can type

in this box and

can select the

closest

available job
This is the

average

working

pattern and

wage in the

UK



In this example, I searched 'Games Designer'

and this was the role that came up. I decided

to compare that to the UK average but you

could easily search a different career!

LMI FOR ALL
CAREEROMETER

Average pay and

hours in the UK (this

can be across entry

and management

roles)

This is how the

workforce will

change. It includes

new jobs and those

due to retire. It can

grow or shrink.

These are examples of

sectors there roles can

be found

Clicking 'More Info'

gives you a brief

description of the job



Heart of Worcestershire College have

kindly let us borrow their LMI they put

together. Please note this is just for

Worcestershire. The PDFs - in full, on a

range of jobs and sectors - are on the

LMI Careers Fayre page.

LABOUR MARKET 
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HEART OF WORCESTERSHIRE COLLEGE


